Afghan Businessmen in Pakistan Ready to Return Home: Zakhiwal

KABUL - Afghan businessmen are ready to return to their homeland. On his Facebook page, the envoy wrote the Afghan sharing businesses in the North Afghanistan district of Kherz Pakhtunkhwa province met him on Wednesday. They pledged returning to Afghanistan and shifting their businesses, according to Zakhiwal, who accused the traders of all-out support. In Nawasha, the Afghan businessmen resolute more than 3,000 shops and run businesses worth $300,000, according to conservative estimates. They have decided to return home at a time when Pakistan security officials have launched a crackdown on Afghan refugees in violation of international norms. According to the former king of Afghanistan has a special reputation in Afghanistan’s history,” said Abdullah. "The former king of Afghanistan has a special reputation in Afghanistan’s history,” said Abdullah. "The former king of Afghanistan has a special reputation in Afghanistan’s history.”

Anti-Graft Groups Urge Govt. to Act Against Corruption

AFGHAN - Anti-Corruption groups Thursday pressed the Afghan government to make sure major corruption scandals in the country are investigated and that the law is imposed against those guilty of graft amid growing international pressure. This comes after the High Office of Oversight and Anti-Corruption reported on the alleged involvement of some government officials involved in corruption. With the Brussels Summit on Afghanistan expected in less than three months, the Afghan government is apparently expediting efforts to define a more robust and coherent anti-graft policy aimed at restoring trust between the country and its strategic allies in order to secure their continued financial and moral support in the years ahead.

Between the country and its strategic allies in order to secure their continued financial and moral support in the years ahead. On Thursday, High Council of Governors, Rule of Law and Anti-Corruption convened its first meeting in the presidencial palace to evaluate government’s measures against corruption, particularity that of the assumption of duties by the recently established anti-corruption office.

Two documents were approved in the first meeting of the high council on governance, rule of law. “We should create a transparent society. This will require the government to act to bring corruption to an end. We should work to reduce corruption to a minimum. We should fight corruption in all its forms.”

Insecurity Displaces 1000 Families in Kunduz, Takhar

TALOQAN - The recent rise in insecurity has displaced nearly 1,000 families in northern Takhar and Kunduz provinces, an official said on Thursday. According to Pakistan’s tally of the deaths, saying the death toll was much higher than the official figure as several bodies are still unclaimed at hospitals.

Pakistan is reporting a deadly suicide attack in Kabul that left up to 34 people dead and about 300 wounded, families of those killed on Thursday rejected government’s tally of the dead, saying the death toll was much higher. The official figure as several bodies are still unclaimed at hospitals.

Afghanistan National Disasters Management Authority (ANDMA) head for Takhar, Abdul Razaq Zinda, told Pajhwok Afghan News the recent conflicts displaced the families in Kunduz’s Dasht-i-Archi and Qala-i-Zal districts and Takhar’s Rustaq, Khwaja Chur and Farkhar districts. "Exact figures of the displaced families are not known yet, but our teams are working in the field to displace those belongings with ease and help them.”

54 Families Leave For Afghanistan

TAKHTBHAI - Around 54 families left the Jalala Refugee Camp for Afghanistan on Thursday. The returning refugees requested the government of Pakistan for hosting them during the six-month period so that they could shift border during the six-month period so that they could shift.

The returning refugees requested the government for hosting them during the six-month period so that they could shift border during the six-month period so that they could shift.

KABUL - Five members of the US special forces have recently wounded in anti-Taliban operation in eastern Afghanistan, a media report said on Friday. According to Sputnik, the NATO Resolute Support (RS) Mission Head Gen. John Nicholson told reporters on Thursday a total of five service-members have been injured in a joint operation with Afghan security forces.

Gov’t. Not Giving Real Tally on Blast Death Toll: Victims’ Families

KABUL - Six days after the deadly suicide attack, in Kabul that left up to 34 people dead and about 300 wounded, families of those killed on Thursday rejected government’s tally of the dead, saying the death toll was much higher than the official figure. "Several bodies are still unclaimed at hospitals.

Most importantly, media has given women a voice which has allowed them to actively engage with the government, unions groups and society,” Badakhshjan’s journalists say.
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